KEEPING UP WITH THE CARDIOLOGY LITERATURE

The Berkman Library provides a TABLE OF CONTENTS ALERT SERVICE for all staff and students at UOHI ... READ ON TO SIGN UP.

WHAT IS IT?
The Berkman Library receives email notices of table of contents and ahead-of-print materials for many journals in the field of cardiac research and care, directly from the publisher. Choose from the list below, and we will forward the table of contents for your preferred titles directly to your UOHI email. Contact us now!

WANT FULL TEXT?
For journals at UOHI, visit the Berkman Library website. For journals at uOttawa, use your affiliate login or drop by the Berkman Library – access uOttawa’s e-collection from the Library’s computers where no username or password is required. You can also request articles to support your research by emailing illdesk@ottawaheart.ca.

* Current year available in the Berkman Library collection
+ Current year available in the University of Ottawa collection

1. AACN Advanced Critical Care+
2. ACSM’s Health & Fitness
3. American Heart Journal*+
4. American Journal of Cardiology*+
5. American Journal of Health Promotion*+
6. American Journal of Hypertension*+
7. Annals of Thoracic Surgery+
8. Applied Radiation and Isotopes*+
9. BBA – Molecular and Cell Biology of Lipids*+
10. BMJ (British Medical Journal)+
11. Canadian Journal of Cardiology*
12. Cardiology Clinics**
13. Cardiovascular Research+
14. Cell+
15. Chest+
16. Circulation+
17. Circulation: Arrhythmia and Electrophysiology*
18. Circulation: Cardiovascular Genetics*
19. Circulation: Cardiovascular Imaging*
20. Circulation: Cardiovascular Interventions*
21. Circulation: Heart Failure*
22. Circulation: Cardiovascular Quality & Outcomes*
23. Circulation Research+
24. Clinical Journal of Sport Medicine+
25. CMAJ+
26. Contemporary Clinical Trials**
27. Coronary Artery Disease+
28. Critical Care**
29. Critical Care Medicine+
30. Critical Care Nurse**
31. Current Atherosclerosis Reports+
32. Current Hypertension Reports+
33. Current Opinion in Lipidology+
34. European Heart Journal**+
35. European Heart Journal Supplements**+
36. European Journal of Cardiothoracic Surgery**+
37. European Journal of Cardiovascular nursing**+
38. European Journal of Cardiovascular Prevention & Rehabilitation+
39. European Journal of Nuclear Medicine & Molecular Imaging+
40. Evidence-based Nursing**+
41. Heart**+
42. Heart & Lung*
43. Heart Rhythm+
44. Hypertension+
45. International Journal of Cardiology**
46. International Journal of Cardiovascular Imaging+
47. JAMA Weekly+
48. Joint Commission Journal on Quality & Patient Safety+
49. Journal of Cardiac Failure+
50. Journal of Cardiothoracic and Vascular Anesthesia+
51. Journal of Cardiovascular Nursing+
52. Journal of Cardiovascular Pharmacology+
53. Journal of Clinical Investigation+
54. Journal of Extracorporeal Technology*
55. Journal of Heart and Lung Transplantation +
56. Journal of Hypertension+
57. Journal of Labelled Compounds & Radiopharmaceuticals+
58. Journal of Molecular Biology+
59. Journal of Molecular & Cellular Cardiology**+
60. Journal of Nuclear Medicine**+
61. Journal of the American College of Cardiology+
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<td>JACC: Cardiovascular Imaging+</td>
</tr>
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<td>JACC: Cardiovascular Interventions+</td>
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<td>Journal of Thoracic and Cardiovascular Surgery+</td>
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<td>Medicine &amp; Science in Sports &amp; Exercise+</td>
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<td>Molecular Cell+</td>
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<td>Nature Genetics+</td>
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<td>New England Journal of Medicine+</td>
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<td>Operative Techniques in Thoracic &amp; Cardiovascular Surgery*+</td>
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<td>71</td>
<td>PACE: Pacing and Clinical Electrophysiology*+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>Perfusion+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Progress in Cardiovascular Nursing*+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Seminars in Thoracic &amp; Cardiovascular Surgery*+</td>
</tr>
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